MASSAGES
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE

HOT STONE MASSAGE

The combination of different pressures
and techniques used during this full body
massage is customized to the individual's
needs to help alleviate tension and stress.

Balinese stones bathed in Frangipani
:Monoi Body Oil are worked deep into the
muscles, getting in to areas of tension. The
result is sparkling vitality with the added
bonus of intensely hydrated skin

50 minutes 80 minutes

DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE
Your therapist will select an aromatic oil
according to your concerns, be they
muscle pain, stress relief, relaxation or
balance. The flowing massage works
deeper into the tension, encouraging
optimum circulation.
50 minutes 80 minutes

50 minutes 80 minutes

PREGNANCY MASSAGE
A relaxing massage for the mommy to be,
it's your time to zen. Therapeutic tech
niques are use<l to relieve lower an<l
mi<l<lle back tension as well as shoulder
strain.
50 minute

SWEDISH MASSAGE

SLIMMING PS MASSAGE & WRAP
WITH ALGAE JAM

A relaxing experience with long
comforting effleurage strokes of light
pressure. This full body massage
improves circulation and eases muscle
tension for ultra relaxation.

LOTION PS combines the benefits of
OLIGOMER, an exclusive seawater
concentrate, with the slimming power of 4
types of exceptional algae.

50 minutes 80 minutes

60 minutes

EXFOLIATION MASSAGE
Bask in the therapeutic relaxation with
the best of both worlds. After muscle
relaxing self-heating mud packs are
applied to the spine and feet, a massage
is performed using a creamy exfoliant
infused with an endorphin releasing
aromatherapy serum, which has similar
mood enhancing actions to those of the
sun. Enjoy the revitalization of the skin
and senses.
50 minutes 80 minutes

FACIALS CONTINUED
MICRODERMABRASION
This non-invasive treatment uses a
diamond tip to gently ex foliate your skin.
After a series of treatments, your
complexion appears smoother, brighter
and more even in color.

FACIALS
BDR

Leading non-invasive facial system from
Germany, BDR is much more than a device
or a skincare range. It's a skin treatment
philosophy that employs technologies
adapted from aesthetic dermatology to
rejuvenate the skin on multiple levels. All
concerns, from wrinkles to acne, loss of
volume, to hyper-pigmentation are caused
by an imbalance in skin function. One
comprehensive 360 degree approach restores
equilibrium so you skin looks and feels its
best.

CITY LIFE ANTI-POLLUTION
FRESHNESS FACIAL

HIGH PERFORMANCE SKIN
ENERGIZER- Great for Men!

Designed to counteract the destructive
effects of pollution and an urban lifestyle,
this facial detoxifies and oxygenates the
skin with Pure Pore Heating Mask. This
self-heating mask gently absorbs into the
skin's surface luring a tranquilizing double
brush massage, prior to pore extraction. A
customized complexion enhancing serum is
applied to eliminate dull tones & fatigue
to restore radiance and brightness,
neutralizing damage while plumping skin
with moisture. The final moisturizing
sorbet infuses the skin with algae-based
pollution shields to revitalize and protect
the complexion's fresh, clear glow.

This is a hard working facial for aging,
dehydrated skin and tired eyes. Tt increases
cell regeneration, as steam and extraction
decongest. Multi-dynamic facial massage
sequences boost circulation, while scalp &
foot massages deeply relax.

50 minutes

HYDRABLUE PLUMPING
MOISTURIZING FACIAL
Detoxify & plump skin with moisture.
After a thorough cleansing & exfoliation
process smooths the skin to renewal, a
self-heating pure pore mask is massaged
over the skin to absorb pollutants and
sebum-based impurities. Skin is perfectly
prepared for a deep extraction. Serums
and a final creamy mask re-plump the skin
with hydration for a bright, energized
complexion.

NAILS

MAKEUP

Classic Manicure

Full Face Application

Signature Manicure

Faux Lashes

Mini Manicure

Eye Make-Up

Gel Manicure

Lip Make-up

Dermaplaning is a physical exfoliation
process that gently shaves the top dead
layer of skin and vellus hair (aka peach
fuzz). The results are ultra-smooth, fresh
and brighter skin. It also increases cell
metabolism helping new, stronger skin
come to the surface. Products have better
absorption and makeup goes on
sn1oother.

Signature Pedicure Gel
Pedicure
Mini Pedicure
Gentlemen's Manicure

LASH EXTENSIONS

30 minute Showerless Scrub

Perfectly silky skin is created with a
combination of black sand, pumice
stone, digestive papaya enzymes and
glycolic acid. Once the body is massaged
with this complexion enhancing blend, a
final elecreme body milk is applied to the
entire body for quenched, smooth skin.

Brow

*Partial Set Requires Consultation

Eyebrow Tint

Lip & Chin

HAIR DESIGN

Half Leg

Blow Out

Full Leg

Blow Out / Style

Half Arm

Style (Hot Tools)
Up Do

Bikini
Under Arm

JR Braids

Full Leg & Bikini

All hair services require an appointment
24 hours in advance.

]\,fen's Back
]\,fen's Chest
]\,fen's Arm

50 minutes
Back
Facial: Mini
Facial Peels

2019 SPA

Partial Set*

WAXING

Full Arm

From the depths of the ocean and
coastlines of France, natural solutions are
found to restore a youthful texture and
radiance to the skin. A marine AHA scrub
is used to polish the complexion to
smoothness. After, Sea Retinol is used to
boost cellular turnover for skin
regeneration. Finally, a specially formulated
rubberizing mask reduces the depth of
wrinkles and resuscitates skin's natural
firmness, while free radicals (the primary
cause of pre-mature damage) are
outsmarted to curb premature aging.

Lash Fill

Eyelash Tint

Brow & Lip Chin

Anti-aging, anti-wrinkle and firming.

Full Set

Lip

SILKY MULTI-EXFOLIATION

EXTENDED YOUTH FACIAL

50 minutes

Classic Pedicure

DERMAPLANING

50 minutes

Please arrive with washed, wet hair for
blow outs.

401-682-6000
spa@aquidneckclub.com

